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Abstract 

Nowadays, online social media is online discourse where people contribute to create content, share it, bookmark it, and network at an 
impressive rate. The faster message and ease of use in social media today is Twitter. The messages on Twitter include reviews and 
opinions on certain topics such as movie, book, product, politic, and so on. Based on this condition, this research attempts to use the 
messages of twitter to review a movie by using opinion mining or sentiment analysis. Opinion mining refers to the application of natural 
language processing, computational linguistics, and text mining to identify or classify whether the movie is good or not based on message 
opinion. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is supervised learning methods that analyze data and recognize the patterns that are used for 
classification. This research concerns on binary classification which is classified into two classes. Those classes are positive and negative. 
The positive class shows good message opinion; otherwise the negative class shows the bad message opinion of certain movies. This 
justification is based on the accuracy level of SVM with the validation process uses 10-Fold cross validation and confusion matrix. The 
hybrid Partical Swarm Optimization (PSO) is used to improve the election of best parameter in order to solve the dual optimization 
problem. The result shows the improvement of accuracy level from 71.87% to 77%. 
 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.  
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1. Introduction 

world. Many persons enthusiastic about OSN because much detail about public sentiment or opinion are General guidelines 
for the preparation of your text being used to research trends and estimate the products [1]. Micro blogging systems (like 
Twitter) are used by different individuals to show their sentiment about many subjects, thus it is a useful resource of 
individuals' sentiment [2].  

Opinion mining or sentiment analysis comes into play when such lots of data makes it difficult to evaluate them 
personally [3]. Opinion mining learns individuals' views, tests, behavior, and feelings toward people, individuals, issues, 
activities, subjects and their features. Opinion are considerable because they are primary influences of our behaviors [4]. 
The subject of movies is of significant interest among the social networking individual community, recognized both by the 
vast number of individuals talking about movies, as well as a significant difference in their sentiments [5]. Opinion mining 
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of movie reviews is measured more challenging than the opinion mining of other categories of reviews, that is product 
reviews [6], [7]. 

About some entity of interest is an important piece of info for most users during the decision making process 
ascertaining what others think [8]. Opinion mining is not only useful for clients, but also helps organizations to evaluate 
opinions and behavior of clients towards their corporation and its product, the organizations can get reviews about its 
product straight from clients in social networking such as Tweets. 
Several opinion mining methods were released either to determine whether feedback sentences in a natural language are 
subjective or objective, or whether they are positive or negative. The first paper on such an end-to-end opinion mining 
research was already released [9]. These methods were released based on real-life needs such as movie reviews, which lead 
to a commercial success of this research, and most of the main companies in product fabrication based on this opinion 
mining methods. 

Opinion mining is a latest study in the part of Text Mining (TM) that has been specific by different conditions like 
sentiment analysis, subjectivity analysis, or sentiment orientation [10]. Sentiment classification can be considered as a 
binary-classification process in traditional period [6], [11], [12]. Turney [6] suggested to figure out the direction of 
conditions by bootstrapping from a couple of two minimal set of seeds conditions by keeping track of the number of hits 
refunded from search engine. Pang et al. [11] discovered out that machine learning studying overtakes human-proposed 
baselines. They used Naive Bayes, Maximum Entropy Classification, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) to execute 
sentiment classification process on movie review records. In relation to their research, SVM maintained to do the best, and 
unigram with existence information changes out to be the most beneficial function. 
SVM have been used efficiently in many text classification study due to their major benefits such as they are robust in high 
perspective areas, any function is appropriate, robust when there is a sporadically set of sample, and most text classification 
issues are linearly independent. Moreover, SVM has obtained great results in opinion mining and this methods has 
overwhelmed other machine learning methods [10]. 

SVM is a novel machine learning technique depending on the statistical learning concept, which resolves the issue of 
over-fitting, local optimal solution and low convergence ratio endured in ANN and has outstanding generalization capability 
in the scenario of minor sample. On the other hand, the practicality of SVM is impacted due to the problems of choosing 
suitable SVM parameters. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is an optimization technique that very simple to apply and 
there are few parameter to modify [13], [26].  The aim of this study is to classify sentiment of movie reviews from Twitter 
data using Support Vector Machine with Particle Swarm Optimization (SVM-PSO). The expected result is the accuracy of 
SVM-PSO is better than using SVM. 

Opinion mining (sentiment analysis, sentiment mining, sentiment classification, subjectivity analysis, review mining or 
appraisal extraction, and in particular situations polarity classification) offers with the computational treatment of opinion, 
sentiment, and subjectivity in text [8]. The goal is to determine the attitude or opinion of a presenter or author with regard to 
a certain topic or target. The attitude could indicate his/her reasoning, opinion or assessment, his/her affective condition 
(how the author 
mean that something is not real [14]. 

Much work has recently been undertaken in opinion mining over the last few years. Prabowo and Thelwall [15] 
concentrated the study in opinion mining for a joint technique. They declares that includes rule-based category, supervised 
learning and machine learning into a new joint technique. This technique is examined on movie reviews, product reviews 
and MySpace feedback. Moreover, they recommend a semi-automatic, contrasting strategy in which every classifier can 
give rise to other classifiers to accomplish a good level of efficiency. The results illustrate that a hybrid classification can 
enhance the category efficiency with regards to micro- and macro-averaged F1. F1 is evaluated that takes both the precision 
and recall .  

Asur and Huberman [5] illustrative that how to estimate real-word outcomes uses online social networking. They use 
the chatter in tweets in the subject of movie to prediction box-office earnings. The outcomes have shown that fashionable 
from social networking can be accurate display of upcoming outcomes. Additionally, they used the Hollywood Stock 
Exchange (HSX), is a popular play cash market, where the values for movie bonds can perfectly estimate actual box office 
outcomes, to compare with their tweet-based prototype. The fact that an easy straight line regression prototype considering 
only the amount of twitter posts on movie is capable of doing better than artificial money market, features the power of 
social networking. 

Zhu et al. [16] states the viewpoint that uses personal prototype (i-model) based on artifial neural network (ANNs) to 
decide text sentiment classification. The person style contains expressive features, feature weight and prior expertise. Trial 
results show that the accuracy of personal style is higher than that of SVM and hidden Markov model (HMM) classifiers on 
movie review corpora. 

Bollen et al. [17] used tweets to forecasts the stock markets with evaluate the writing content of regular tweets for by 
two feelings monitoring resources, that is OpinionFinder which measures positive vs. adverse feelings and Google-Profile 
of Mood States (GPOMS) which measures feelings with regards to 6 measurements (calm, alert, sure, vital, kind and 
happy). The accuracy is 86.7% in forecasting the daily up and down changes in the ending principles of the Dow Jones 
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Industrial Average (DJIA) and a decrease of the Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) by more than 6%. 
Wong et al. [1] analysed in the perspective of movie reviews on tweets and compare the sentiment of Twitter posts on 

the internet population of IMDb and Rotten Tomatoes, they illustrate that scores calculated from Twitter opinions and other 
websites do not necessarily convert into foreseeable box-office.  Yu et al. [18] conducted a research domain in the movie 
sector and fix the problem of mining of forecasting revenue performance, they proposed Sentiment PLSA (S-PLSA), 
Autoregressive Sentiment-Aware (ARSA), Autoregressive Sentiment and Quality Aware (ARSQA) prototype to utilize 
opinion and excellent for forecasting revenue efficiency. Liang Liu [19] suggested design and develop a movie rate and 
review summarization scheme in a mobile environment, they recommend a novel strategy depending on LSA to recognize 
related item features. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the research design. Section 3 presents the experimental result 
and discussion from a simulated dataset. Section 4 give remarks and provide a conclusion.  

2. Research Design 

In this paper described a flow of the research design. The detail of the research design can be shown in Figure 1. 
 

Data Collection :
1. Data of Twitter

Pre-processing :
1. Filter data
2. Data cleansing
3. Extract to text file

Feature Selection & Extraction :
1. Case Normalization
2. Tokenization
3. Stemming (Snowball)
4. Generate n-Grams

Feature Weighting :
1. Term Frequency (TF)
2. Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)

Machine Learning and Classification:
1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
2. Support Vector Machine with Particle Swarm Optimization (SVM-PSO)

Validation and Evaluation :
1. 10 fold cross validation
2. Confusion Matrix

Start

Finish
 

Fig. 1. Proposed Research Design 

2.1 Data Collection 
 

The data collection (data RAW) from twitter can be found in the website with the address here: 
http://www.stanford.edu/~alecmgo/cs224n/trainingandtestdata.zip. The data has been prepared by ensuring that the 
emoticons are removed off. 

 
2.2 Preprocessing 

 
2.2.1 Filter Data 

 
X-

Demons  
 
2.2.2 Data Cleansing 
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Since tweets contain several syntactic features that may not be useful for machine learning, the data needs to be 
cleaned such as @ (at) for link to username, url or link website (http, url, www), #(hashtag), RT(for retweet). A module that 
allows option of different cleaning operations was designed. 
  
2.2.3 Extract to Text File 

 
After cleaning the data, the message in the row data set must be extracted into a text file. 
 
2.3 Feature Selection and Extraction 

 
2.3.1 Case Normalization 

 
Most English texts (and other Romance languages) are published in combined case that is, published text contains 

both higher and lowercase characters. The process is to turn the entire document or sentences into lowercase one. 
 
2.3.2 Tokenization 

 
Tokenization is splitting up the systems of text into personal terms or tokens. This procedure can take many types, 

with regards to the terminology being examined. For English, an uncomplicated and effective tokenization technique is to 
use white space and punctuation as token delimiters. 
 
2.3.3 Stemming (Snowball) 

 
Stemming is the procedure of decreasing relevant tokens into a single type. Typically the stemming procedure contains 

the recognition and elimination of prefixes, suffixes, and unsuitable pluralizations. 
 
2.3.4 Generate n-Grams 

 
Character n-grams are n nearby figures from a given feedback sequence. For example, a 3-

- f dimension 2 
- -

grams are mostly valuable for language identification [20] speech recognition [21]. Cavnar and Trenkle obtained a 99.8% 
appropriate language classification amount on Newsgroup content [20]. Also, n-grams are used to make string kernels in 
SVM. 

 
2.4 Feature Weighting 

 
2.4.1 Term Frequency (TF) 

Term frequency is frequent a particular term showed up in a document while document regularity is depends on the 
records containing that term. Term frequency may be regarded as relatively more essential, since document regularity is 
depending on binary value of a term presence or lack in a document and it disregards the actual participation of a term 
within a document. For example, two terms having term frequencies of 10 and 100, respectively, in a document will have 
same document regularity of 1. This means that we cannot assess their comparative significance for a document. Term 
frequency instead study such information which may be beneficial in selection of essential features [22]. 

2.4.2 Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) 

TF-IDF is a typical measurement used in text classification projects, but its use in opinion mining has been less 
extensive, and amazingly it does not look to have been used as a unigram feature weight. TF-IDF is consisting of two 
ratings, phrase regularity and inverse papers regularity. Term frequency is discovered by basically keeping track of frequent 
that a given phrase has took place in a given document, and inverse document frequency is discovered by splitting the 
amount of records that given term seems to be in. When these principles are increased together we get a ranking that is 
maximum for terms that appear regularly in a few records, and low for conditions that appear regularly in every document, 
enabling us to discover conditions that are essential in a document [23]. 

 
2.5 Machine Learning and Classification 

 
2.5.1 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
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SVM are often considered as the classifier that makes the greatest accuracy outcomes in text classification issues. They 
function by building a hyperplane with maximum Euclidean range to the nearest exercising cases [24]. Basically put, SVM 
signify cases as factors in area which are planned to a high-dimensional area where the planned cases of individual sessions 
are separated by an as large as possible tangential range to the hyperplane. New cases are planned into that same area, and 
based on which part of the hyperplane they are placed, they are expected to fit in with a certain category. SVM hyperplanes 
are completely established by a relatively small part of the training circumstances, which are known as the support vectors. 
The relaxations of the exercising data have no impact on the qualified classifier. SVM have been applied efficiently in text 
classification and in a large range of series handling programs. 

Figure 2 described that how SVM does work. First, index the term of opinion ascending. Then, all the terms are 
weighted according to its features. If the score of weighting is greater than zero (weight>0), the term is classified as positive 
review. Otherwise, the term is classified as negative review. 

 

Indexing

Weighting

SVM Classification
Score > 0

Positive
Review

Negative
Review

Performance
Measurement

Yes No

Start

Finish

 
Fig. 2. Flow of SVM Model 

2.5.2 Support Vector Machine with Particle Swarm Optimization (SVM-PSO) 
 

In this paper will be explain the suggested SVM-PSO model for classification. This research originally is designed at 
improving the accuracy of SVM classifier by discovering the part of best useful features and calculating the best principles 
for regularization of kernel factors for SVM style. To experience this PSO based enhanced structure is used. A SVM-PSO 
technique includes two machine learning techniques by improving the parameters of SVM using PSO. 

PSO begins with n-randomly chosen particles and queries for the optimal particle iteratively. Every particle is a m-
dimensional vector and symbolizes an applicant solution. SVM classifier is built for each selection solution to assess its 
efficiency through the cross validation technique. PSO algorithm controls the selection of possible subsets that lead to best 
forecast accuracy. The algorithm uses the maximum suitable particle to give rise to the next creation of n-candidate particle. 
Therefore, on the typical, each subsequent inhabitant of selection particles fits better than forerunner. This process carries on 
until the efficiency of SVM converges. 

PSO is used to discover maximum feature subsets by finding the best feature mixtures as they fly within the issue area 
from the prepared datasets. The procedure explaining suggested SVM-PSO method is as follows.  
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Figure 3 show that the preparation of PSO with population size, inaction weight and generations without improves. 
Then, the fitness of each particle will be evaluated. After that, the fitness functions and the local best and global best 
parameters will be compared. Once finished, the velocity and position of each particle will be updated until the value of the 
fitness task converges. After converging, the global best particle in the swarm is fed to SVM classifier for training. Finally 
the SVM classifier will be trained. 

 

PSO

Generate initial Population

Run the SVM model for each set of parameters

Update the fitness
function

Update the gbest

SVM

Classify

Calculate the 
fitness function

Yes

Update the velocity and position 
of particles

No

Maximum iteration 
number reached?

Better than 
gbest?

No

Stopping and obtaining the optimal
parameters

Yes

Start

Finish

 

Fig. 3. Flow of SVM-PSO Model [25] 

2.6 Validation and Evaluation 
 
Process validation and evaluation in this study using k-fold cross validation and confusion matrix [27]. In this research, 

the value of k is set to 10. Thus, the dataset was divided into 10 areas, with each aspect of the information giving the same 
percentage of each type of data. Nine data areas were used in the training method, while the staying one was used in the 
testing procedure. The system was run 10 periods to allow each piece of data to take a convert as the testing data. The 
proportion of accuracy in category of this experiment was calculated by summing the single accuracy level for each run of 
testing, and then splitting the overall by 10. Since the variety of data in each category is not several of 10, the dataset cannot 
be portioned quite. But, the rate of the variety of data in the validation set was managed as carefully as possible to 9:1. 

A confusion matrix reveals the variety of correct and mistaken forecasts made by the classification design as opposed to 
actual results (target value) in the data. The matrix is NxN, where N is the variety of focus on principles (classes). 
Efficiency of such designs is generally analyzed with the records in the matrix. The resulting table reveals a 2x2 confusion 
matrix for two sessions (Positive and Negative).  

3. Results & Discussion 

This experiment will be compared three parts, there are the comparison results of SVM using N-grams and feature 
weighting, the comparison result of SVM and Support Vector SVM-PSO without data cleansing, and the comparison result 
of SVM and SVM-PSO with data cleansing. 
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3.1 The Comparison Result of SVM using N-NN grams and Feature Weighting

In this experiment, the SVM method using n-grams is compared with feature weighting. There are three types of n-
grams is used in this experiment. Those are unigram, bigram and trigram. And the feature weighting are TF and TF-IDF.

Table 1 shows the accuracy of SVM using n-gram method with several feature weighting. The result is unigram is the
best n-grams method for this experiment with the accuracy is 73.13% (TF) and 72.20% (TF-IDF).

Table 1. The comparison result of svm

N-grams
Feature Weighting
TF TF-IDF

Unigram 73.13 72.20
Bigram 72.53 71.87
Trigram 68.40 68.93

Figure 4 describes the comparison among unigram, bigram and trigram with feature weighting. The blue bars show the 
term frequency (TF) and the red bars show Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF). Based on the graph 
above, unigrams is the best n-grams method for this experiment with the accuracy is 73.13% (TF) and 72.20% (TF-IDF).

Fig. 4. The Comparison Result of SVM

3.2 The Comparison Result of SVM and SVM-MM PSO without Data Cleansing

This experiment shows accuracy, precision and recall for comparing both SVM and SVMff -PSO without data cleansing.
Based on the Table 2, SVM-PSO gives better solution for the accuracy and precision. In contrast, SVM is better value of 
recall than SVM-PSO.

Table 2. The comparison result of svm and svm-pso without data cleansing

Figure 5 describes the comparison result of SVM and SVM-PSO without data cleansing. The blue bars show SVM 
without data cleansing and the red bars show SVM-PSO without data cleansing. Based on Figure 5, SVM-PSO is better 
solution for Accuracy and Precision. On the other hand, SVM is better value of recall than SVM-PSO.

SVM SVM-PSO
Accuracy 71.87 77.00
Precision 68.81 77.56

Recall 81.87 76.13
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Fig. 5. The Comparison result of SVM and SVM-PSO without data cleansing

3.3 The Comparison Result of SVM and SVM-MM PSO after data cleansing

In this experiment shows accuracy, precision and recall for comparing both SVM and SVM-PSO with data cleansing.
Based on Table 3, SVM-PSO gives better solution for the accuracy and precision. In contrast, SVM is better value of recall
than SVM-PSO. 

Table 3. The comparison result of svm and svm-pso with data cleansing

Figure 6 describes that the comparison result of SVM and SVM-PSO with data cleansing. The blue bars show SVM 
with data cleansing and the red bars show SVM-PSO with data cleansing. Based on Figure 6, SVM-PSO is better solution
for accuracy and precision. On the other hand, SVM is better value of recall than SVM-PSO.

Fig. 6. The Comparison result of SVM and SVM-PSO with data cleansing

In this experiment, N-grams method effects to the accuracy level. It is showed by unigram gives the best result, which
is 73.13% for term frequency and 72.20% for term frequency-inverse document frequency. Moreover, the testing result
proof that using SVM-PSO gives better accuracy than SVM stands alone in the sentiment classification. On the other hand,
the effect of data cleansing in the sentiment classification especially for Twitter Data is the improvement of accuracy level
for SVM-PSO. However, SVM-PSO gives longer computation than computing SVM stands alone.

4. Conclusion

This study has shown that PSO affect the accuracy of SVM after the hybridization of SVM-PSO. The best accuracy 
level that gives in this study is 77% and has been achieved by SVM-PSO after data cleansing. On the other hand, the
accuracy level of SVM-PSO still can be improved using enhancements of SVM that might be using another combination or
variation of SVM with other optimization method.

SVM
without cleansing

SVM-PSO
without cleansing

Accuracy 72.20 76.20
Precision 68.71 81.87

Recall 81.87 75.73
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This research also has done for sentiment classification using SVM with a comparison among n-grams (unigram, 
bigram and trigram) method and feature weighting (TF and TF-IDF). In future work the use of more combination of n-
grams and feature weighting that gives a better accuracy level than this study will be considered. The work done in this 
research is only related to classification sentiment into two of the classes (binary classification) that is a positive class and 
negative class. In the future development, a multiclass of sentiment classification such as positive, negative, neutral and so 
on might be taken into consideration. 
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